Episode One - Breaking the Silence
[00:00:00] Anne: Welcome to Mental Health Mosaics, an exploration of mental
health from Out North, which is located on the unceded traditional lands of the
Dena'ina People in Anchorage, Alaska. I'm Anne Hillman.
(music +3 sec or so)
[00:00:12] Anne: If you've decided to listen to a show called "Mental Health
Mosaics" then you probably already know that mental health is an important
topic -- it always has been and the pandemic has made it even more so. Maybe
you know someone who is out and proud about their mental health issues -- bad
and good. Maybe you know someone who isn't. Maybe that someone is you.
The idea behind Mental Health Mosaics is to dig deeper into the issues
surrounding mental health using this podcast as well as art exhibits and online
resources. We at Out North are trying to move beyond the important but short
comments you often see on social media, like ‘it's okay to not be okay’ and ‘we
need to take self-care seriously.’ Those are so true but they just touch the
surface. And as a warning, some if not all, of these episodes contain triggers.
We're talking about addiction, suicide, depression, trauma, and pain. We're also
talking about recovery, healing, coping, thriving, and joy. We're centering the
voices of people with lived experiences like Ralph Sara:
[00:01:24] Ralph: I thought to myself, "How can we help other people if we're
not out there and proud of being in recovery?" You know, why can't we, you
know, tell people our stories so they don't feel like they're alone out there?
And Jered Mayer:
[00:01:41] Jered: While there's that sense of validation that someone
recognizes a specific problem, it was difficult for me to not initially just still
feel broken.
[00:01:54] Anne: And Amy Urbach:
[00:01:55] Amy: I was really controlling, I was really insecure. I mean, a lot of
the things that I did just seemed --they really seemed crazy to me, but at the
same time it was like, this is how I am. It's so weird to look back on it now
because I don't feel that way anymore.

[00:02:20] Anne: All of these folks will be included in future episodes, so
subscribe to the podcast and you'll hear much more from them.
Like so many other people -- one in five adults in the U.S. in fact -- I've dealt
with my own share of mental health issues. I've gone through the fun process of
trying to find an antidepressant that didn't cause more harm than good. I've been
paralyzed by anxiety and fear when trying to hike up a trail or to drive down the
highway. But my experiences are limited and buffeted by my privilege -- I'm
economically stable, I'm white, I have insurance, I have a supportive wife who
helps me work through whatever is going on. Heck, I even like my entire
family.
That's why this show isn't just filled with what I think is important. I'm
following the guidance of an advisory board of people with a huge variety of
lived experiences. Some have experienced houselessness, others have been
institutionalized. Some are healers, some are in recovery. All hold deep wisdom
well beyond what I bring to the table. Through lengthy and personal
conversations, the advisory board chose 10 topics for the first series of Mosaics
podcasts.
I'm also getting guidance through a partnership with NAMI - Anchorage, the
local chapter of the National Alliance on Mental Illness. This is a group project,
I'm just the voice leading you through it. You can read more about the advisory
board and access other resources including art and creative activities on our
website mentalhealthmosaics.org.
To start the series, I want to introduce you to Martha Binkley, who speaks very
openly about what it's like to have a serious mental illness. She was born and
raised in Alaska -- her family is from the Bethel area and she spent some of her
childhood in Kwethluk. She identifies mostly as Yup'ik Eskimo -- her words -as well as African-American and Caucasian.
In 2007, when she was in her late 20s, she was diagnosed as having PTSD
though she says some doctors diagnosed her with bipolar disorder and others
with schizophrenia. Labels are not always clear. But she says she knows she's
seen the world differently since she was a child.
[00:04:48] Martha: I've always known I have PTSD since I was two-and-a-half
years old. It's been documented twice and actually, it's been documented
multiple times over the years since '07. But I didn't know when I was younger,
how to treat my PTSD or how to embrace it and accept it and actually, you
know, embrace it and learn from it.

[00:05:12] Anne: She says she grew up feeling like an outcast.
Martha spent hours teaching me about her life as we sat in the various hotel
rooms she at that point called home. When we spoke an agency was helping her
seek long-term housing. She shared detailed, vivid memories from her infancy
and what it's like to have hallucinations of horrible events. Though she used to
be a personal care assistant for elders, she's currently on full-time disability
because of her mental health conditions and has a conservator, which means she
doesn't have control over her own finances. She says that sometimes that
changes the way people treat her -- but not always.
[00:05:57] Martha: Like when I go into GCI, they're like, "Oh, she has a
conservator." Cause it comes up red flagged on my paperwork. So when they
talk to me, they're not actually speaking to me directly. This last time I went
into GCI, that young man, he spoke to me directly. He didn't look over at my
daughter and go, "Um, which plan was that she wanted?" And my daughter
didn't have to look at me and say, "Mom, which plan was that you wanted?"
With people who I deal with now, they don't necessarily all treat me like I'm a
baby anymore. Like I need to be coddled or be explained down to as much.
[00:06:40] Anne: She says she feels like she encounters the most challenges
with the way medical providers treat her -- arguably the people who need to
listen the most.
[00:06:51] Martha: In the medical field, I mean, most people just, "Oh, you
poor thing. No, we'll get you some medicine, and medicine will help you all
work out. You know, just breathe. It's okay." But it's their tone. "Oh, you poor
little baby" is what I hear, what it sounds like.
[00:07:10] Anne: So it's not like calming. It's -[00:07:11] Martha: condescending. Exactly. And I tell people, I said, "If you
didn't know that I had a mental health disorder, disease or issues."
I said, "I know my files are red flagged to only tell me certain things about my
own health." I said, "That to me is illegal." I said, "For me to have to wonder
what you're telling my ex or if you call my daughter or my ex, instead of
addressing me," I said, "that's more than just rude."
[00:07:45] Anne: They're removing your agency and your power.

[00:07:48] Martha: Exactly, exactly. How am I to be attentive to my mental
health if you don't tell me something? How am I supposed to know? I'm not
clairvoyant. I can't read your mind. It's me, the one taking the medicine. No one
else is taking it for me. I have to remind myself every single day. And it's so
routine now that I'm not actually reminding myself every single day, but it's
become a habit that I take my meds.
[00:08:16] Anne: Martha says taking her meds helps her to experience the
world in the same way as most people. Without them, she sees things like
tracers.
[00:08:26] Martha: I mean most people are just like, "What do you mean
seeing tracers?"
I said, "Like, if you were to run really fast and have 10 of you running after you
that looked like a cut out of the dolls running. That's what I see with tracers. I
mean, I did that as an example, when I was younger to a doctor, I said, "This is
what it looks like, tracers is like this."
[00:08:48] Anne: So it'd be like there's a whole bunch of me's.
[00:08:50] Martha: Yeah, exactly, exactly.
[00:08:52] Anne: That makes a lot of sense. And is it just with people?
[00:08:54] Martha: Mainly with people. Like, or if they're holding something
that goes really fast. Sometimes I make the inference and refer back to like if
you did a big bubble and turn around and there goes all the tracer bubbles after
them.
Oh yeah. Like if there were 10 versions of you chasing you, lingering right
behind you.
I don't think it's technically hallucinating. I mean, I'm not seeing somebody
that's not really there. It's just that I'm seeing multiples of them that I know, you
know, it could just be the way my brain processes things and distributes the
information to my opticals, my optical nerves. When I'm looking at something
and then realize, "Oh, it's like a movie playing." And I'm like, "Oh man, I got to
shut the movie off in my head!" Cause sometimes it will come on automatically.

[00:09:54] Anne: Martha experiences life very differently than most people and
she knows it. She also knows that doesn't mean that she's less than anyone else
or that she's stupid or that she should be pitied.
[00:10:08] Martha: Just because I have mental health issues doesn't define me
as a person that way. I don't let it define me as a person that is seen with having
mental health disorders or issues. Or that it's a disadvantage to me. I look at it as
rather an advantage that I have. That I can empathize with somebody else who
actually is similar. And you never know anybody, especially after this
pandemic, there can be many with PTSD issues that have never been homeless
before and never had to face such atrocities as whether or not you're digging in
the Dumpster for food or not. Having a place to live and sleep. For most people
have never experienced that for once they experience not, usually they end up
getting diagnosed with PTSD of some sort. (Ringing phone)
Anne: Our conversation went on even after the phone call. For Martha, talking
about mental health isn't a challenge. It's part of her daily life that can't be
ignored or sidestepped. I mean, even her phone provider knows she has a
diagnosis. You can read an essay Martha wrote about living with a mental
health condition and see some of her self-portraits by going to
mentalhealthmoasaics.org
[00:11:34] Anne: Sometimes the best way to help people start breaking the
silence around mental health is through art and poetry. M.C. MoHagani
Magnetek is an Anchorage poet, writer and performer. She's also Mental Health
Mosaics' poet-in-residence. She adapted a poem she originally wrote in 2015 for
this episode.
[00:11:53] MoHagani: About life on the Equinox.
Like I know the what is and what nots
Slung over bones and grave insights
That cosmically spiral on late nights
into places between spaces
I am looking for traces
of strength. I need help. I have lost my way

don't think I'm going to make it another day.
There are no beginnings and it never ends.
Alone isolated loneliness no friends
For all of my nerves are bad
I can't help but feel sad.
I can't help but be funky
a no bath having food and television junky
laying around depressed on myself
I'm not the same as everyone else.
It just can't be me in bubbles
With rainbows and troubles
From rising too high too fast
burst smash pop crash
my soul on ice, heart on fire
I sure do miss true desire
to feel better
so please come hang out with me later
Cuz right now I am a hot mess.
Constant turmoil. I digress
Break in silence.

But to explain it, you know, life on the Equinox, so being bipolar is like, you
know, there's this constant balance between ups and downs, highs and lows,
mania and depression.
So this Equinox, you know, in, in a sense, in terms of seasons, seasons and
metaphors. And it's like, you know, I know what is and what isn't. However,
you know, this is like it's in my bones. It's it's grave is.
It's chronic illness, is what it is. And it doesn't, it doesn't go anywhere. And it's
like this constantly spiraling up into mania, spiraling down in depression. And
in here I said, so "I'm looking for traces in between spaces" because, like, things
are constantly moving in and out -- my emotions, my wellbeing.
Like how, um, you know, the ideas that, like the suicidal ideations. It's like I'm
just searching for a strength in anywhere that I can find it in this, like,
whirlwind of emotions. And I'm constantly going to. And like I said, it's
chronic, it has no beginning and it has no end. So, it's just, it's there.
And even though I have a support group -- I have family, I have friends -- I'm
still alone in my thoughts and my feelings and what I'm going through. I think
of many people who talk about mental wellness, mental illness will say the
same. No matter how much, like, support is there and the people that surround
us is there, it still feels like alone in the struggle.
[00:15:09] Anne: This is Anne cutting in real quick. MoHagani actually gave
me a line-by-line explanation of her poem, but I wanted to give listeners a
chance to think about it on their own instead of including it all here. You can
find MoHagani's complete explanation on the Mental Health Mosaics website or
read the text of the poem there to yourself. And yes -- I'm just trying to entice
you to go there to check out all of our resources. Ok, back to the interview.
Why is this poem breaking the silence for you? What made you associate this
all together with breaking the silence?
[00:15:50] MoHagani: Like, so when I wrote this poem originally, I was
lashing out and I was crying out. I would say, like to the universe. And in the
first version of this poem, I was speaking to John Coltrane, Billie Holiday, and
Gil Scott-Heron. You know, jazz musicians and poets and stuff.
So I was just like, just crying out to universe, crying out to the ancestors. I'm not
going to be silent. I'm going to say something. So, to break the silence and break

it like abruptly and like definitively is what this poem does. Because it's very
difficult for people.
The first time I was involved in group therapy, I think it was 2011. And it was
like 20, maybe 30 people in this day room all day and in group therapy. And out
of all of those people, none of them could talk about their mental health outside
that room because of their jobs, because of their families, you know, the stigma
and all of those types of things.
And I don't, necessarily wasn't, in a position to do that either, but I was like, you
know what, no matter what I do, from here on out, I'm going to be vocal about
my mental health and wellbeing for people who can't do it. And I mean, it's a
good thing that I am because, like, there are oftentimes when I talk about mental
health publicly, I'm making maybe like posts on social media about it. And just
say it's just like 10 "Likes" and comments on this thing, and like, "Oh, cool,
right?" But then there's like another, like, 15 people who don't "like" or
comment on it, but they'll like privately inbox me. Or when I see them out in
public or something, they just like call me on the phone and say, "Yo,
MoHagani like, thanks for sharing that experience." I mean, the stigma is so real
they don't even want to hit the little "Like" button. You know, ‘cause they don't
want nobody to know that they liked this idea, this conversation of mental
health, that they identify with it in some way, shape or form. It's that deep.
Right.
And so knowing that I know that it's important that I talk about it openly for
people who are not able to talk about it. And then I have some other friends out
there. I have another friend-- I don't know where she's at, I think she's in North
Carolina and now--she's somewhere on the east coast.
She's a beautiful singer. And she openly talks about her struggles with sobriety
and alcoholism, her struggles with depression and everything. And it's just
wonderful to know, like, there are other mental health wellness warriors out
there. There's other prayer warriors out there.
Like, "Yeah, go ahead and do it!" Or whatever. You helped more people than
you know. You never know who is listening. And when we talk about mental
illnesses and stuff, we're talking about invisible things that you don't see on the
surface. Just because a person is all smiles and they glitter and go, don't mean
they're like, they're not tar or dirt and yuck all underneath all of that and
everything.

So it's just important. So like with this poem, it's breaking the silence on that,
not just for myself but for others, too. And then the space can be made safe. But
it only happens when we speak up and speak out, you know? Otherwise, you're
just like suffer like silently alone and in your own thoughts and feelings. And it
gets really rough.
And a lot of times, you know, many suicides and suicide attempts, it comes
from isolation. If there's different components to what gets a person to that point
of wanting to cause self-harm to oneself. The one thing, that final thing, is
isolation.
Right? And then also knowing that, like I knew a young person that, that left
here a few years ago, but they made sure that they was totally isolated. Even
though they told -- they kind of sent these signals out at the last minute that they
was going to do this, but they also made sure they was in a space where no one
could get to them.
And so they could just, you know, pass on as the way they did. So, but they felt
isolated long before that, you know? And so we don't want people to feel
isolated under no circumstances. Yeah. And that's my poem.
[00:20:51] Anne: As MoHagani says, we don't want anyone to feel isolated
which means we need to be able to talk about mental health. To get some advice
on how to do that, I spoke with Parinita Shetty. She's a counselor with VOA
Alaska, an organization that provides therapy and support for children and
teenagers. She grew up in India and now she's based at a high school in
Anchorage. We spoke about how to start conversations around mental health,
something she has seen people struggle with her whole life. A lot of this
conversation is about talking to youth, but the pointers are applicable to
everyone.
[00:21:33] Pari: I guess growing up it was never part of, at least in my culture,
it's not part of something we talk about. Mental health is not commonly spoken
about. It's becoming more of a conversation that is more mainstream right now
with more celebrities talking about it, and the younger generations being more
open to it, especially on social media.
That's absolutely awesome. And it's exciting because it's still --so there's so
much stigma around talking about mental health and talking about your own
needs or wanting to fulfill your own mental health needs. So coming from a
collectivistic culture, that kind of feels like you're being selfish or you're going

against the culture because you're standing up for yourself for talking about
your own needs.
But that's not the case. It's not selfish to ask for help. It's not selfish to want to
better your mental health.
[00:22:26] Anne: So when you say mental health, like, that means so many
different things to so many different people. What do you mean when you say it
or when you hear it?
[00:22:35] Parinita: So the way I look at it is, the brain is a part of your body
and like how we take care of our physical health. We need to do things to
maintain our physical health. And then there are days that we're not doing so
well and we need to put in more effort to take care of our health. I look at
mental health similarly, in terms of it's something that's an ongoing thing that
you have to work towards.
Even if you're having a great week and this week has been fabulous, it's still
important to make some space for yourself to take care of yourself, do some
self-care. And if you're having a tough time then putting in some more effort by
talking to people, seeking professional help. That's really key.
[00:23:19] Anne: So why is looking after yourself not selfish?
[00:23:25] Parinita: Let's say because all of us deserve to be happy. All of us
deserve to find the connection with others, to find love. We deserve to be loved.
We are worthy. It gets difficult to think that way when you're struggling with
anxiety or depression. Your brain is trying to trick you into thinking that you are
alone or this is endless and there's no one out there who's going to understand
me.
And having these conversations helps you feel like there is someone who can
understand me, there is someone I can connect to. So it's really important for
me, at least, to reach out to people around me and also support people who
reach out to me. So that's why I don't feel like it's selfish or in any way selfserving. We put an effort to take care of people we love and loving ourselves
also includes taking care of ourselves.
[00:24:24] Anne: Oh, I've never heard it framed that way before, but I really
appreciate that a lot. I really appreciate that a lot.

So if someone comes from a family where bringing up mental health doesn't
happen, like someone in their family says it's a weakness or the culture around
them says it's a weakness. I often hear that especially with men. How do you
move past that and bring it up anyhow?
[00:24:57] Parinita: I feel like a lot of people think that not talking about it is
gonna help it go away or they can push it away by not talking about it. But it's
the opposite. The more you talk about it, the more it lessens that stigma. And it
lessens the intensity of what you're feeling, that shame or guilt you're feeling for
reaching out to someone. And there's a big stereotype that if you're seeking
mental health, it means that you're weak or you're crazy, or something-- words
like that are used. And it's so unhelpful.
And it's just getting that message out, that it's not weak to look after your mental
health. It takes a lot of courage to open up to someone. Opening up to someone,
involves being vulnerable, talking about your feelings. And that is really hard
and it takes a lot of courage. So it's the exact opposite of being weak, if you ask
me.
But yeah. And having someone, a trusted adult, a school counselor, a coach, a
teacher a family member or friend, anyone around you that you can just start
having those conversations with. And then if you feel like you need more help
or more intensive help you can go to someone who is a professional.
At our work, at least at VOA, we have peer support, we have case managers. So
if it's not just the counselor that they're having one-on-one services with. There
is a peer support specialist involved who helps with educational stuff, driver's
license, getting employment, so life skills. And then we have family support
programs to help the families who feel like they don't know what to do to help
the client. Helping the families feel more supported so that they can support the
client as well.
[00:26:46] Anne: Because I guess it goes back to even what you touched on
earlier that we are, we as humans, our community, we as humans are collective.
And so supporting not just the individual who may be struggling, but everybody
around them as well is also really important.
[00:26:59] Parinita: Yeah. There's a lot of focus on self-care these days on
social media, which I absolutely love. But also as humans, we strive to be heard
and seen. We need that connection with others to survive. So it's self-care and
that connection with yourself, but also working on that connection with others
that's really important.

[00:27:22] Anne: That makes sense. And it almost seems like from what you're
saying -- Well, a couple things that really jumped out at me. One, if we're taking
care of ourselves and taking care of our mental health, it doesn't just mean
talking to a therapist. It also means getting what you need to survive.
So a driver's license, a job and feeling like you're part of something bigger.
And it also sounds like if we start reframing this as "I am courageous by talking
about it." that's even a way you could start the conversation. Does that work?
Have youth or adults, can they say, "Hey, listen, it's taking a lot of my strength
to tell you this but..."
[00:28:00] Parinita: I have had a few students who have had to speak to their
parents about it, or, they had to convince them that they needed mental health
services, and they were advocating for themselves. And that was wonderful.
Sometimes they don't have the words to say that, but helping them find those
words and to speak their own truth, basically.
So yes, I have been inspired by some of my students who have been able to get
their parents on board. That has been really nice to see.
[00:28:35] Anne: What advice would you give other youth or adults if they
need to get somebody else onboard?
[00:28:40] Parinita: I would say just, you don't have to start off immediately by
heavy topics or mental health. You can start off with a conversation. Check in
and see how they're doing, and then maybe mention how you're doing.
And especially with kids who have to convince their parents it's helpful for
parents to understand where they're coming from. Sometimes this resistance is
more about how they perceive mental health and what their own biases are
rather than what is happening with the child. So for a child to be able to just
have those conversations, starting off with smaller conversations, and then
explaining what they're going through, can sometimes help get parents on
board.
[00:29:28] Anne: Is it sometimes the other way around that parents have to be
convinced by their kids,
"Hey, it'd be great if you could talk to someone or open up to someone?"

[00:29:36] Parinita: Yes, absolutely. And especially when they're younger and
it's more difficult for them to feel like they have any kind of control. And then
they have an adult or their parents telling them you have to go to therapy. That
can be a little bit of a power dynamic issue where the child feels that they're just
being controlled by a parent. And the parent feels like the child's not listening to
me because they're disrespecting me or I don't have control over them. So just
having conversations more in terms of there's nothing wrong with you. So when
we use "you" statements like, "You are rebellious," or, "You are acting up," it
makes people feel defensive.
So starting with "I am concerned about you're not sleeping well," or you're not,
"you've not been eating." So "I am concerned that you might not be getting the
support you need from me. And yeah. Would you like talking to someone else
who can help you with this?"
[00:30:42] Anne: I like that, "I'm concerned. I may not be giving you the
support that you need." So it's yeah, so clearly, coming from a place of caring.
[00:30:52] Parinita: Okay. Because that is what it is. Parents are worried about
their children. And they do want them to get support. With family, it's very easy
to step on each other's toes, exactly how to push each other's buttons, and we get
stuck in those cycles. That cycle of communication that we're used to. So
stepping aside from that and saying that I'm saying this from a place of concern,
and this is coming from a place of love and caring, and I want to be able to
support you.
[00:31:24] Anne: And it seems like something that like even a peer can say to a
peer.
[00:31:28] Parinita: Yeah, absolutely. That's something you can tell a friend
also, because you can be there for your friend, but at some point if you feel like
this is over your head, or you're not qualified to deal with this, you don't have to
be your friend's therapist. You just, you can support them without having to talk
about heavy stuff. You can, like I said earlier, starting with smaller, check-ins
smaller conversations, being there for a friend, regular check-ins, going out for
a movie, going out to get something to eat.
And if you feel like there is something you are not equipped to deal with then
suggesting that, "It sounds like this has been really hard for you. Do you feel
like talking to a professional might help you?"

[00:32:14] Anne: But really starting with connections because even just those
connections really are supportive.
So what happens if you're, like you had mentioned earlier, how coming from
India, people don't talk about mental health. If you're from a culture or working
or talking with someone from a culture where those conversations aren't open
things, how do you do it? And I realized this is going to be different for every
culture, but how do you do it in respectful ways where you're honoring where
someone is from, who someone is with their identity, but also taking this step
towards being open?
[00:32:51] Parinita: And that's a great question. First thing I would check,
"what is my own cultural competency? What is what are my cultural values?
And what have I grown up with that have led me to assume things about
different cultures? So what are my assumptions that I'm bringing to the
conversation before I even have that conversation with the person in front of
me?"
And being aware of that is the first step to say that, this might be a blind spot for
me, or this might be an area of growth for me where I can learn more or I need
to learn more. And where can I find more information on this? And also just
before assuming something it's better to ask. And it's always helpful to ask.
And I recently read something on social media. It was, "Curiosity breeds
compassion, and judgment breeds resentment." And I really loved that. And I
feel like it's really applicable to cultural conversations and multicultural
conversations. So, at least in for us as therapists, also being more aware of
people's method of healing. Different people have different ways of coping. We
might have someone who says that they find it more helpful to be involved with
the spiritual or religious leaders. So including that as part of treatment and not
focusing just on conventional Western cultural ways of dealing with mental
health.
So being open to other perceptions or other beliefs on healing.
[00:34:34] Anne: I'd love to hear more about that healing, like different
methods of healing.
[00:34:40] Parinita: So, I would say at least in some cultures, and in my culture
also, there's a lot of focus on our soul and our body related to mental health. It's
not just a biomedical issue. It's a community issue. That connection with others
and healing our body and finding ways to listen to our body. And there's a lot of

research on this as well on how our body gives us signs when something's not
wrong with our mental health, our body is giving signals.
So listening to those signals and finding ways to, I guess, manage or cope with
things by being more in tune with your body.
[00:35:21] Anne: Yeah. That's a tough one. At least speaking from personal
experience. That is a very tough one for me.
Okay. That all makes sense. I really appreciate the ‘make sure that you check
your own assumptions, check your own biases’ when you're approaching these
conversations.
I know that there's no step-by-step guide. I wish there was a user manual for
these conversations. But how would you start it? Especially if you see someone
struggling.
[00:35:51] Parinita: So if it's a friend, I would say being there for the friend
consistently, and sometimes your friend might not want to share something
that's personal or deep, and just understanding that maybe you're not the only
person that they're talking to. It's not about you at that moment, and the way
they react is not personal.
So just being there for them consistently and regularly checking in on them,
making sure that you're doing things, if you have a hobby that both of you
enjoy, doing activities together and that's a great way to just see how they're
doing. And if you are concerned, make sure you're opening that avenue for
having that conversation when they are ready to have it.
And a lot of times we do have similar experiences with others that makes, that
helps us relate to their issues. So if they are hesitant about talking about their
own issues, maybe starting the conversation by saying that this is something
that I experienced and this is how I dealt with it or this was something that I was
struggling with.
And while having that conversation, making sure that you're not really saying
that, "if I were in your place, this is what I would do." Avoiding advice-giving
and just being there to support them. Sharing your story to help them share their
story rather than as a way to give advice or fix their problem for them.
[00:37:23] Anne: That is a fine line, isn't it? An easily crossed fine line.

[00:37:28] Parinita: It is. Because even if we have similar experiences, it's still
not the same.
[00:37:34] Anne: Parinita spoke a lot about breaking the silence around mental
health with people you know. But what about with strangers? What happens
when you encounter someone who is clearly experiencing some sort of mental
health issues in public? How do you help them? Should you? To talk about this
I went to a place where everyone is welcome no matter what their situation in
life – the Anchorage Public Library.
To be fully transparent, I am a big fan of the public library system. I go there all
of the time, I donate to the library. In fact, I started writing these very words
when sitting on the Loussac library lawn but I was interrupted by a stranger who
just really wanted to talk. For a really long time about a lot of random stuff.
Like I said, everyone goes to the library.
Ziona Brownlow is a community resource coordinator for the Anchorage Public
Library. Her role is to help connect people with resources, like food or housing.
Just like anyone can look for books or use the computers, anyone can walk in
and speak with her and her colleague Rebecca Barker.
[00:38:51] Ziona: And there's just these certain barriers that other settings
might come with that the library just doesn't really have. I think we have our
own unique barriers, but it's such a neutral setting that I feel like it allows
people to show up as their whole selves.
They're not presenting in a certain way so it's documented how they would like
it to be, or they're not presenting in a certain way so that you do give them
access to this resource. Like they know that if they come to the library, I have a
question and it's probably going to get answered.
[00:39:17] Anne: One of the people answering those questions is Alaska
collection librarian Sarah Preskitt. She spends much of the day interacting with
patrons and answering questions ranging from where do I get info on 17thcentury French nuns to how do I seek housing. She regularly meets people from
all walks of life who are having mental health crises.
[00:39:40] Sarah: So it really depends on each patron. So if you have a patron
that's having a mental health crisis, you check in with them, "Hey, are you doing
okay?"

That's of course after you've checked in with yourself, am I okay with this? Am
I okay to help this patron move forward? Are they okay? "Is there anything I
can do to help you today?" Calmly as you can. If someone's yelling, that's really
hard. If someone is at, you know what Rebecca called a 10, sometimes an 11,
coming in with, "Hey, are you doing all right?" in your calm SNL-NPR voice -that's what I think of it as. "How are you doing today?" Sometimes they'll tell
you right away, "I've got this, I've got this, I've got this. And I just can't." A lot
of times it's "Get out of my face."
All right, I will get out of your face. Then you have to analyze that situation of
"Is this interfering with anybody else's use of the library?" And that's the key
part. If it's a situation where again, someone's just pacing back and forth, they're
not interfering with anybody's use of the library.
If they're yelling at other patrons, that's interfering with their use of the library.
So being able to understand that difference and how you move forward with
that. If they're yelling at other patrons then you really can just tell them, "I'm
sorry. You can't yell at other patrons in the library.
Let's come over here to this open space over here and see what we can do."
Again from there, if they follow you, then at that point, I might call CRC team
to see if they can help out.
[00:41:13] Anne: That's the community resource coordinators, like Ziona and
Rebecca. They're trained social workers who can support everyone.
[00:41:20] Sarah: You want to do everything you can to deescalate a situation
and sometimes successful. Sometimes it's not because that's just not where that
person is that day.
You have to be nonjudgmental. You cannot tell the person that, "Well, you're
wrong. There's nobody talking to you. " You know, “Don't do that.”
And sometimes we do call security. If it's become a situation where like CRC is
not available, you've used all the tools in your toolbox to try to get to the heart
of what this person is experiencing, and it's just not a good day for them to be in
the library. So we'll discuss options, usually it's just let's try again tomorrow.
And they'll come back and they'll be fine, it'll be fine. And sometimes you can
get them to talk about what it is they need and you can get them to that resource,
whatever that looks like. I did sit with one woman for, I think two hours just
having a panic attack. She saw someone in the library that was in the

community, someone from her past, and it's night and day, you can't control
panic attacks.
And it might have made other patrons uncomfortable, but she couldn't see
them. When you're having a panic attack, it's fog. You don't really understand
what's happening. So you sit with a person and say, "Yeah, I'm here. I will be
here when you need me." And in her case we called emergency services because
she needed that assistance and that was the right call in the moment.
[00:42:45] Anne: Sarah's story has a lot of pieces to it. One point that was
emphasized over and over by all three women was that when you are working
with a person who may need help, you need to look into yourself first. Ziona
elaborates on this -- she says people in public-facing roles in the community
need to understand why they react to people and their actions in certain ways.
She says if someone says they can't work with or help a person, she wants to
know why.
[00:43:20] Ziona: I think the first thing I would ask them is like, "Why is that
making you uncomfortable?" Because that's important for me to know, right?
Does the person remind you of your uncle that you have sexual trauma with?
That's important for me to know. And maybe you won't disclose all of that, but
that's different than -- it's important to differentiate -- is it this? Or is it, "I'm
scared because this is a large person", or "I'm scared because they're speaking to
you in such a loud voice."
That's something I personally struggle with. So this might be something like I
have to ask myself, like, "Why do I not want to serve this customer? Okay.
Because I have my own personal biases as humans do. And this person is
checking those boxes for me."
So the next step is one, like I've already acknowledged what it is for me, is it
something that I can move past? Yes or no.
[00:44:05] Anne: Rebecca says you have to assess your biases because that
changes how you view what's happening around you when someone is acting
differently.
[00:44:14] Rebecca: So much of that depends on who's telling the story and
how, right? And who is the main character in the story.

You see it one way and it's, "Yes, this was dangerous. This was violent. This
was et cetera." Versus if you see another way, it's like, "This was illness. This
was disability. This was lack of empowerment to access resources. This was
isolation and adapting."
And I think just being aware that, like, discomfort means a lot of different
things. It's almost an unhelpful word other than it means more examination is
needed. I think it's like discomfort might be the lived equivalent of when a
researcher says "More studies needed." Because you got to get a little bit deeper
in there.
Because there is discomfort that's based on actual harm or actual risk. And then
there's discomfort that's based on displacing privilege or just pressure to think of
something a different way. Those are both -- discomfort can be used both those
ways. So we have to examine the codes that we're using when we talk about
those things.
[00:45:08] Ziona: I think the reason why I emphasize checking in with yourself
and exploring like that discomfort so much is because there is so much power in
how we describe somebody's behavior and how we document something
happening.
This is Ziona again
The words that we use to describe this experience could be either what makes or
breaks APD being called or what makes or breaks a charge actually being
pressed. And because we are human, we are subject to being fallible, to not
being objective or to overemphasizing something or to under emphasizing
something.
And I think that's, I think that's the reason why I emphasize that so much is
because, especially in a position of power when we are writing incident reports,
when we are documenting in medical charts, when we are making police
reports, it's really important how we communicate things. Because what
somebody could be experiencing that is observed to be dangerous or offensive,
that person who is experiencing this right, who you're observing, like they could
be experiencing something that's so scary.
And it's resulting in them acting in a way that's peculiar. And now you're scared
because this behavior is peculiar.

[00:46:23] Anne: So how do we make sure that what happens from there
doesn't turn out badly for anyone? Rebecca puts forth a suggestion that
everyone can use:
[00:46:34] Rebecca: You have to get curious about what's going on.
And I think one of the key questions that's usually repeated in trauma-informed
care is how to frame that question from, "What's wrong with you?" to "What is
happening with you? Or what happened with you?" That you're in this situation,
whether it's maybe you're yelling, maybe you're throwing rocks, maybe you are
pacing or agitated . That person's going through something.
And, does that mean that you need to run up and give them a hug? No, that's not
appropriate. You don't have that relationship with them. So let's get curious
about what's going on. Do we recognize that this is a safe environment? Is there
anything that is unsafe about this? Or is this person just pacing back and forth
and talking to themselves?
Can you maybe say, "Oh, hi, excuse me, can I help you with anything?" Can
you just gently can if somebody is at a 10, can you bring a two-and-a-half and
just say, "Oh, hey, what's going on?" Get curious and kind and give them a
respectful amount of space. Nobody wants to feel hounded at any point.
Personally, I don't even if I'm shopping or something like that, "Don't talk to
me."
So let's have that empathy and shared experience and just go for just like
anybody else "Hey, what's going on? Are you okay?" Just check in. And if
you're, if they're fine, then they're fine. And let that difference just exist.
[00:47:45] Anne: Rebecca, Ziona, and Sarah all acknowledge that even if just
treating people with dignity and respect is a straightforward idea, that doesn't
mean it's always easy to do. We each carry with us our own grief, stress,
trauma, and joy -- and our own mental health issues. This isn't an us-vs-them
thing -- we all have mental health. For Sarah, she has to weigh how her own
anxiety affects the way she perceives situations.
[00:48:14] Sarah: So I have lived with anxiety forever. I'm pretty open about
that.
And I've learned in, say, the last 10 years or so that I need to check in with
myself. Is this a me problem or is this a bigger problem? Am I anxious right
now because something's telling me I should be anxious or because there's a

conflict curation in front of me and there are many people in danger. Like
figuring out where it is on that spectrum.
So what really helped me is to do it in situations that were low stakes, you
know. "How do I feel about everybody in the room today? Okay. Okay. Oh, I'm
getting a weird vibe from this person over here. Okay."
And you do those little check marks in situations where you're safe and you
don't have to make any split second decisions. And so that way, when you do
come to a situation that's maybe a little bit higher stakes where you need to
make a fast decision, it's just muscle memory in your brain.
And you can just go through that checklist in three seconds and do that quick
check in with yourself. And that's something that I think anybody can do, just
not out loud necessarily. You don't want to be walking through Costco. "How
do I feel about that person at the end of the aisle?" Don't do that, but you know,
in your brain, you know, or maybe journal some things about it, especially if
you have an interesting situation out and about one day and really reflect on it.
So that way when it comes time, it's, you're not even thinking about it when you
check in with yourself.
[00:49:34] Anne: Sarah says we also need to grapple with some society-wide
ideas about mental health that create barriers for sympathy and acceptance of
ourselves and others.
[00:49:44] Sarah: I think we need to move past this myth of people who are
experiencing houselessness or mental health issues, just aren't up to the task or
that they're not trying hard enough or that they're not working hard enough.
That is not true. It's just not.
[00:50:01] Anne: And to be clear, Sarah is not saying that everyone who is
houseless has mental health issues -- that's definitely not true. Nor is everyone
who has experienced a crisis in public or in private worried about housing. Ever
cried uncontrollably in public and just desperately hoped no one would see? I
sure have. It sucks. Also, I have an amazing support network. Ever had library
security chastise you for misbehaving? Yup -- me again. Apparently you
shouldn't take off your shoes in public. It's against fire code. What I'm getting at
here is that we all have times when we need support or when we just need to be
left alone.
[00:50:45] Sarah: I think that we need to recognize that the toughness that is
part of our identity needs to include knowing when to ask for help, that it's okay

to ask for help, that it is okay to recognize and say out loud that you need help
with something.
[00:51:02] Anne: After putting together most of this episode, I sat down with
Martha to see what she thought of it and of the librarians suggestions. Her
reaction to Sarah was immediate.
[00:51:14] Martha: "But most of that isn't her training at her job. It's the type of
person she is. That's very unique and very commendable and admirable."
[00:51:24] Anne: And then, as with most conversations with Martha, we
jumped straight into the next tangentially related thing.
(music)
[00:51:31] Anne: If you need help with something, like breaking the silence
around mental health, you can find more resources at our website,
mentalhealthmosaics.orgIf you want to start breaking your own silence right
this minute, stop listening to this and call 800-273-8255. It's a suicide
prevention line that will connect you with local resources. Thank you for
listening to Mental Health Mosaics, a project from Out North. You can help
others find it by rating us on any podcast platform or by forwarding a link to
absolutely everyone on your contacts list. I recommend you do both.
This episode was edited by Susy Buchanan. Dave Waldron is the audio
engineer. Aria Phillips wrote our theme music. Our poet-in-residence is MC
MoHagani Magnetek. And I'm your host and producer, Anne Hillman. Special
thanks to Jason Lessard with NAMI-Anchorage and Erin Willihan with Out
North for reviewing this episode. We received funding from the Alaska Mental
Health Trust Authority, the Alaska Center for Excellence in Journalism, and the
Alaska State Council on the Arts. Check out the website to find out more about
our financial supporters and upcoming events and to donate. You can even find
worksheets and art to prompt deeper thoughts about this topic. Now please go
start talking about mental health!

